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Discovery Teamwork 

 
Duration: 1 or 2 days 
 
Enable teams to achieve their collective goals. Focus on the issues and challenges that are 
most critical to the team’s success. 
 
Discovery Teamwork is ideal if you want to: 

• Confront problems, inspire success and unlock potential 
• Create space for open and honest dialogue 
• Develop action plans that enable your team to be the best it can be 

How it works? 
 
Discovery Teamwork is a simple and accessible framework that allows you to explore your 
teams’ Defining Moments, both good and bad. 
Based on the Insights Discovery colour energy model, the Discovery Teamwork's four-
quadrant approach enables us to highlight the most pressing and important issues for the 
team’s development. In consultation with you, we can diagnose problems and opportunities, 
prevent failure and dramatically increase your chances of success.  Our unique approach is 
supported by our world-leading diagnostics, which explore the team’s preferences and 
capabilities. 
 
What it can lead to? 
 
Discovery Teamwork can lead to improved relationships within your team, immediately 
impacting your bottom line. 
Adopting this accessible, dynamic and proven model, your team will be able to confront 
problems head on in a positive, pragmatic and engaging way. 
It is this combination of powerful expertise, our leading-edge diagnostics and the simple 
and accessible model which leads our customers to describe Discovery Teamwork as 
transformational for their business. 
 
You can select your style of team building workshop from a selection of: 
 

• Social and Pleasure - pure fun events designed to get people interacting and 
talking. 

• Business, Social and Pleasure - fun and semi serious events where different 
departments or businesses need to create stronger partnerships. 

• Business and Challenge - the subject focuses on psychological teambuilding 
where people are working more closely in demanding situations. 

 
Whichever option you choose we set the foundation based on an understanding of 
personality types. Based on that understanding we look at how the team members interact 
and then use experiential challenges to build practical understanding about high 
performance teamwork. 
 


